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Abstract

via the built-in microphone or gesture recognition via the
phone’s camera or remotely controlling a mouse cursor via
the phone’s touchscreen. Thereby, the choice which modality is used for interaction depends on the situation, e.g., on
the noise level and the user, e.g., her motor skill level.
In this paper, we argue that, ideally

Computer applications are increasingly used in
non-desktop settings, e.g. at a public kiosk
systems or on mobile phones. Thanks to the
widespread availability of web browsers for different platforms, web interfaces are often employed in these settings. However, current
browsers lack sufﬁcient support for ﬂexibly
adapting to non-desktop settings, e.g. ad-hoc
changes of input devices. A use case for this
is, e.g., an interactive shopping window that
presents a web interface for buying products. If
the browser in the shopping window supported
ad-hoc changes of input devices, the customer
could dynamically attach carried input devices,
e.g., a mobile phone, to the browser and interact
with it. In this paper, we present a solution to the
problem of dynamically connecting input devices
in a non-desktop setting to a browser, based on
the MundoMonkey Firefox extension for interactive spaces. Using our approach, the unmodiﬁed
web user interface can be used with arbitrary input devices in ways that cannot be realized by
synthesizing mouse and keyboard events. In our
approach, the customization to the device at hand
is performed transparently to the application developer by the end-user.
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A the browser running the web interface, e.g., the one
situated in an interactive shopping window, is able to
automatically connect to and receives input from devices carried by the user, and
B the user (or at least the shop assistant) can easily install support for novel interaction techniques and devices.
Reaching both subgoals should not require assistance from
the developer of the web application nor assistance from
the developer of the browser. We assume that in the envisioned open environments an existing interface will be used
much more frequently in a novel situation or with a novel
device than a new application for existing devices and situations will be developed. This is in contrast to desktop
computing where an application would always be accessed
with the same device setup. However, for web applications
this is already true to some degree, as they may be accessed
with different and novel browsers. Therefore, we put an
emphasis on web user interfaces in our research, as these
also bring many advantages, like easy deployment, and already address a wide range of usage situations as stated
above. In this paper, we present a novel approach for connecting input devices to a web browser in an open environment, building on the MundoCore middleware [Aitenbichler et al., 2007]. We integrated access to the middleware
into an end-user scripting framework for web interfaces
with the MundoMonkey extension for Firefox. Thereby,

Introduction

Web interfaces are commonly used to make applications
accessible for a wide range of usage situations. Web interfaces are extremely portable, e.g., they can be used on mobile phones, on public kiosk systems and on the ofﬁce desktop. Still, there are many more situations, in which web interfaces cannot be used efﬁciently, because no browser exists that supports the situations characteristics with respect
to in- and output devices.
If one such situation is important enough, e.g., because
it is directly related to business value, a customized solution can be implemented for a controlled environment like
a warehouse or a hospital following the design approach of
[Klug and Mühlhäuser, 2007]. In more open environments,
where a heterogeneous set of users interacts with different
input devices in a way depending on their preferences and
the situation, such an approach is not feasible. For example, in a shopping mall users may want to interact with an
interactive shopping window using their personal devices
for input, as sketched in Figure 1. The user’s mobile phone
can act as an input device, e.g., by using voice recognition

• i) the actual interaction device used to carry out an
interaction technique is determined automatically at
runtime and
• ii) the set of supported interaction techniques can be
determined by an end-user with minimal effort.

2

MundoCore Middleware for Interactive
Spaces

To reach subgoal A, from the introduction, the different
devices in an open environment, e.g., in front of a window in a shopping mall, need to be able to communicate
with each other without conﬁguration. A suitable approach
to solve this problem, is to require that all devices use a
common communication middleware like [Vanderhulst et
al., 2007] or [Johanson and Fox, 2002]. To this end, we
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Figure 1: Users in a shopping mall interact with interactive shopping windows using different input devices.
employ the MundoCore middleware [Aitenbichler et al.,
2007]. MundoCore is a Pub/Sub middleware with language
bindings for Java, Objective-C, C and C++. To connect a
device to the MundoCore middleware a proxy service is
needed that receives input events from the device hardware and publishes it as MundoCore events. Proxy services for many input devices are readily available, e.g., a
voice recognition device [Aitenbichler et al., 2004] or the
Wii Remote. The ensemble of a hardware device and the
corresponding MundoCore service publishing events will
be called an interaction resource in this paper.
The ensemble of all interaction resources together with
additional context sensors providing information build up
the interactive space surrounding the browser. Thereby,
we consider the interactive space as a generalization of
desktop and mobile phone environments, for which current
browsers are designed.
Several techniques can be used on the side of the browser
to decide which of the available interaction resources
should currently be used for interaction. One possibility
is to decide based on location information, e.g., to accept
input from devices belonging to a nearby user, or a user
looking at the browser’s screen, as proposed in [Braun et
al., 2004]. Another option, giving more control to the user,
is a meta-user interface allowing the user to associate with
the browser and conﬁgure the interaction means [Vanderhulst et al., 2009; Schreiber and Hartmann, 2008]. Thus,
the ﬁrst subgoal A is reached by combining a communication middleware with context awareness and/or a suitable
meta-user interface.
However, designing a browser for interactive spaces requires much more ﬂexibility in supporting different input
techniques, as the devices in the interactive space may
change in unforeseen ways, e.g. requiring support for a
so far unknown voice input device.

3

scripting for web interfaces and augments them with support for handling input from the interactive space surrounding the browser. Handling of input and output modiﬁcations are performed by MundoMonkey interaction strategies. MundoMonkey interaction strategies are JavaScript
ﬁles that are executed in the context of the web application in the browser. This allows them to easily modify the
output by operating on the DOM of the web page in the
browser.
MundoMonkey is built on top of Greasemonkey2 and
Greasemonkey scripts can serve as basis for MundoMonkey interaction strategies. As one important improvement compared to Greasemonkey, MundoMonkey allows
interaction strategies to connect to the MundoCore [Aitenbichler et al., 2007] middleware for interactive spaces
and thereby react to events from interaction resources and
sensors in the interactive space. For example, interaction
strategies can attach an event listener to a speech recognition service to react on user utterances.
The end-user can install a new interaction strategy like
any Greasemonkey script, by pointing the browser to a
URL. The set of available interaction strategies can thus
be easily installed by the end-user, e.g., the shop assistant
in the mall. The widespread use of Firefox extensions and
Greasemonkey scripts shows in our opinion that installing
interaction strategies is possible for the end-user without
any assistance from developers.
At runtime, MundoMonkey automatically selects the appropriate interaction strategies for the devices at hand.
MundoMonkey does so, by matching the device type to the
required input for all interaction strategies and then selecting the ones that are best suited to handle the input from
the devices. This setup can then be overridden by the user
with the means of a meta-user interface.
Our approach requires that every interaction strategy is
implemented in a generic way, i.e. able to work with any
web user interface. Otherwise, installation of web user interface speciﬁc strategies would be needed, which would
impose severe scalability problems considering the huge
number of existing web user interfaces. Still, it is possible to support a wide range of input devices and interaction techniques by using MundoMonkey strategies. In

MundoMonkey

To reach the second subgoal B from the introduction, we designed the MundoMonkey Firefox extension.
MundoMonkey [Schreiber et al., 2009]1 . It takes the ﬂexibility and rich output adaptation capabilities of end-user
1

https://leda.tk.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/cgibin/twiki/view/Mundo/MCFirefox

2
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the next section, we present one example of such an interaction strategy. Especially interaction techniques that
cannot be realized by synthesizing mouse and keyboard
events, e.g., interaction techniques that require the combination of output modiﬁcation and input handling, beneﬁt
from MundoMonkeys output modiﬁcation capabilities.

4

"click on character, please"

Voice Interaction Strategy

Figure 2: Example page used in the user study. The character link could be activated by saying ”Click on character,
please”.

As a use case for MundoCore and MundoMonkey, we
present an interaction strategy for voice. Thereby, the voice
input device connected to the Firefox browser is the Talking
Assistant [Aitenbichler et al., 2004]. The Talking Assistant
is a small device that is always carried by the user. The
idea is, that the user in a mall can use the voice recognition
capabilities of the Talking Assistant with a browser in an
interactive shopping window. If somebody wearing a Talking Assistant approaches the shopping window, the Talking
Assistant is connected to the browser and can control the
web page loaded in the browser via voice commands.
The problem solved by the voice interaction strategy is
to provide a recognition grammar for the web page at hand
to the Talking Assistant. This has to be done without any
speciﬁc knowledge about the web application, as otherwise a new strategy for every interface would be required.
Thanks, to the access to the DOM of the web interface in
the browser, the strategy can be implemented in a web interface agnostic way.
The recognition grammar provides phrases for controlling every interactive element of the web page, extracted
from the DOM tree. Thereby, the content of the element
is padded with ﬁxed phrases for making the interaction
more natural. To access a link on the page, the user can
e.g. say ”click on <link text>, please”. For interactive
form ﬁelds the ﬁeldname is not so easy to extract. We
used existing algorithms for determining the labels of interactive elements on the web page, [Leshed et al., 2008;
Hartmann et al., 2008]. Once the page is loaded and processed, the resulting grammar is sent to the Talking Assistant via the MundoMonkey Extension. Figure 3 shows an
example for a rule generated for a link with the label ”character”, more complicated rules may also involve variables,
i.e. inline dictation, whose values are passed back to the
strategy as parameters. The grammar is speciﬁed in the
MS SAPI5.3 format3 .
Once the grammar was sent to the Talking Assistant, the
reactive part of the strategy handles all recognized utterance. To do so, it stores a speciﬁc callback function for
every grammar rule. The callback functions are generated
while processing the page and creating the grammar. For
example, matching of the rule in ﬁgure 3 results in following the ”character” link in the web page. Our voice interaction strategy supports different actions for the different
HTML form element types and HTML links.

5

<rule id="command4">
<O><O>please</O>
<L>
<P>select</P>
<P>click<O>on</O></P>
</L>
</O>
<P>character</P><O>please</O>
</rule>

Figure 3: One rule of the grammar generated for the example page.
The study was conducted using a within subject design.
Participants were members of our department and students
(n = 10). Every participant completed a task with the Firefox browser, augmented with our voice input strategy extension and the Vista voice control for Internet Explorer.
Thereby the Talking Assistant also used the Vista Speech
Recognizer, so we reduced the difference to just the mapping of speech recognition results to actions in the web
page. This procedure allowed us to test our interaction
strategy against the built-in Internet Explorer strategy. See
Figures 5 and 4 for an overview on the setup in both conditions. Although we tested only one web user interface
in the user study, the strategy works with other websites,
e.g., the one of E-Bay or of online travel-agencies. Thereby
the example shows, that a strategy can be efﬁciently implemented without tailoring it to a speciﬁc website.
The task performed by the participants was to gather
information from Wikipedia articles, which could be easily replaced by the contents of a shopping catalog in the
mall scenario. Participants had to scroll down twice (they
were told to ”Find the information on the bottom of the
page”). Then they were instructed to select a certain link
(”follow the third link in the list”) and then select a link
of their choice (”follow any link on this page that interests
you”). After the task, participants ﬁlled out the SUS usability questionnaire [Brooke, 1996]. The order of conditions
was counterbalanced to control for learning effects. We
found the ratings of our strategy (M = 62.5, SD = 17.16)
were signiﬁcantly better than the rating for the Vista Voice
Interaction (M = 51.5, SD = 18.33) using a dependent
samples t-test (t(9) = 2.45, p < .05), see ﬁgure 6. The
effect size was medium to large with Cohens� d = 6.4.
The goal of the study was not to prove superior usability
of the voice interaction strategy but more whether voice
interaction could be implemented within MundoMonkey
with comparable usability to commercial systems. Therefore we did not use a larger sample size or obtain detailed
quantitative data. The reason why the voice strategy of
MundoMonkey achieved a higher SUS score is probably
the higher recognition rate of the Vista Speech Recognizer

User Study

To evaluate whether our voice interaction strategy provided
usability which is comparable to other state of the art voice
user interface techniques that do not beneﬁt from the ﬂexibility of MundoCore and MundoMonkey, we compared it
against the built-in voice control of the Internet Explorer in
Windows Vista.
3

http://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/ms723632(VS.85).aspx
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when using a small recognition grammar for the website at
hand (as in the voice interaction strategy) compared to the
dictation grammar used in the Vista condition.
Implementing voice interaction as interaction strategy
within MundoMokey has several advantages over embedding it in the operating system or the browser, as e.g. done
in Windows Vista. The recognition is done on the Talking
Assistant, which exclusively is used by a single user. This
allows the voice recognition engine of the Talking Assistant to be highly customized for a single speaker, greatly
improving recognition performance. Further, the ﬂexibility
of MundoCore allows different Talking Assistants to dynamically associate with the browser and interact with the
web application, as required in a mall which is populated
by many users.

Firefox

DOM Scripting
Interaction Strategy
MundoMonkey
Extension
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MundoCore

Related Work

User interfaces that adapt to the context of use, i.e. the interaction devices, the user experience ant the user’s other
tasks [Calvary et al., 2005] without having to change their
implementation through programming are a pertinent problem in research. In this section approaches to solving the
problem from various ﬁelds will be analyzed according to
their strength and weaknesses.

Talking Assistant

VISTA Speech
Recognition Service

W3C Ubiquitous Web Applications Activity The problem of widening access to web applications to other devices and modalities is targeted by the W3C Ubiquitous
Web Applications Activity which focuses on mechanisms
to reduce the cost for developing and delivering applications to a wide range of devices, including the means to
adapt to user preferences and environmental conditions.
This goal is pursued by proposing extensions to the HTML
standard, e.g. X+V. With such an approach, legacy applications, e.g. an existing travel booking web application,
will have to be rewritten to beneﬁt from these extensions.
Supporting emerging input techniques will require an additional rewrite of the application. An alternative would be to
map the new input techniques to ﬁt an existing application
in the browser, as it is proposed in this paper.

Figure 4: Setup in the voice interaction strategy condition
used in the study
Internet Explorer

VISTA Speech
Recognition Service

Model Driven UI Development Model driven UI development as e.g., proposed in [Berti et al., 2004] allows
the application developer to specify the UI in a deviceor modality independent user interface description language (UIDL, see [Souchon and Vanderdonckt, 2003] for
an overview of existing UIDLs) at an abstract level. This
description is then automatically adapted to the device at
hand. This approach gives the programmer very powerful tools to specify user interfaces. As noticed in [Gilroy
and Harrison, 2005], it forces end-users and device vendors to integrating new devices or interaction techniques
into the model transformation engine before they can be
used, which is rather complex. As an alternative, we are focussing on allowing the end-user to customize the interaction with a web application in an ad-hoc easy way, thereby
not giving the programmer additional support for specifying the interface.

Figure 5: Setup for the builtin Internet Explorer strategy
condition used in the study

Adaptive Toolkits Adaptive toolkits like SUPPLE++
[Gajos et al., 2007] layout GUIs with respect to the physical abilities of the user or the requirements of the situation
(e.g. to support users wearing gloves). SUPPLE++ relies
on a proven mathematical model, which is able to automate

Figure 6: Our voice interaction strategy achieved a signaficantly higher SUS usability score compared to the builtin
Internet Explorer strategy.
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the layout task using recorded user traces and an interaction
cost model describing the situation. Implementing interaction techniques, like voice interaction or techniques which
require modiﬁcation of the UI as a whole instead of at widget level are more difﬁcult to implement with such an approach. Also, the focus is not on supporting dynamically
changing input devices at runtime, which would require to
connect the adaptive toolkit to a suitable communication
middleware.

the end-user add support for new types of input devices in
the form of interaction strategies without requiring changes
to existing applications.
As an example we presented an implementation of voice
input as interaction strategy, which has signiﬁcantly better usability than the built-in voice control for Internet Explorer. Additionally, it can easily connect to different input
devices, e.g., in a mall environment. Compared to other
approaches, MundoMonkey allows the implementation of
interaction strategies that handle the input to applications
and additionally are able to modify the output of the application. For example, this makes it possible to combine
voice input with suggestions from contextual data, as implemented in [Hartmann and Schreiber, 2009].
Currently, the interaction strategies need to be installed
manually, however, they could also be downloaded automatically from the device of the end-user, which would further simplify the process.

Assistive Computing The above mentioned approaches
provide advanced tools to the developer, which require a
rewrite of legacy applications to beneﬁt the end-user. Approaches from the area of assistive computing like [Wang
and Mankoff, 2003; Carter et al., 2006] do not require a
change of the application to support a speciﬁc usage context. Instead they mimic the expected environment to the
application and map it to the actual environment, e.g. by
controlling a mouse cursor with a one-switch device. However, they do not support highly dynamic interactive spaces
as e.g. encountered in the mall scenario, where one application is used by different users with different devices.
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Conclusions

Web interfaces are widely used to provide access to applications in many non-desktop usage situations. However,
current browsers are too inﬂexible to support the different
situations we encounter in open environments, like a shopping mall. To remedy this, we presented a solution relying
on i) MundoCore for dynamically connecting input devices
to the browser at runtime, and ii) MundoMonkey for letting
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